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A STUDY OF THE VOCAL BEHAVIOR OF THE AMERICAN ROBIN

I. INTRODUCTION

The robin, too, is here, with all his familiar
notes and gestures, tripping daintily on open garden
spots and high meadows. Over all America he seems
to be at home, moving from the plains to the moun-
tains and from north to south, back and forth, up and
down, with the march of the seasons and food supply.
How admirable the constitution and temper of this
brave singer, keeping in cheery health over so vast
and varied a range! Oftentimes, as I wander through
these solemn woods, awestricken and silent, I hear
the reassuring voice of this fellow wanderer ringing
out, sweet and clear, "Fear not! fear not!"
(Muir, 1911).

Language plays such an important role in human societies that

it is surprising that we do not know more of its role in other animal

populations, particularly the most vocal of animals, the birds.

Mar ler (1956) in his work on the Chaffinch (Fringilla coelebs)

explored the signaling system of this European species, but such an

undertaking appears to have never been attempted with an American

bird, at least not in modern times when the invention of the sound

spectrograph allows us to produce a reliable, visual rendering of bird

sounds rather than the much less reliable onomatopoetic one.

Since 1959 when Weeden and Falls did their study of individual

recognition of song by Ovenbirds (Seiurus aurocapillus), considerable

progress has been made in understanding this part of avian language

and, indeed, has been the main thrust of recent research in the area
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of bird vocalizations. Other members of the avifauna such as Field

Sparrows (Spizella pusilla) (Goldman, 1973); white-throated Sparrows

(Zonotrichia albicollis) (Falls, 1969); Song Sparrows (Melospiza

melodia) (Harris and Lemon, 1972); and Indigo Buntings (Passerina

cyanea) (Emlen, 1971 and Thompson, 1969) have all been shown

capable of recognizing the song of a neighboring bird as opposed to

that of a more distant bird. Usually the number of songs, flights,

overflights and distances from a speaker are noted before, during

and after the playback of a previously recorded song. The criteria

for recognition is a more intense reaction when the song of the distant

or strange bird is played on the owner's territorial boundary than

when the song of the neighbor holding the adjacent territory is played.

In the case of the White-throated Sparrow, however, more extensive

experimentation showed that if the neighbor's song was played from

the wrong border or in the center of the territory, reaction was about

the same as that to the stranger's song on a boundary line, such that

11... when the neighbour was located in the wrong direction, it was

treated like a stranger". Response also diminished as the season

progressed (Falls, 1969). Chaffinches are perhaps the most surpris-

ing of all since they not only respond to a neighbor's songs (in contrast

to those mentioned above), but ". . in the wild will thus tend to reply

to a neighbor with that song of its own repertoire which more nearly

resembles the song of its rival" (Thorpe. 1958).
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A good subject for a study involving both song and call is the

common and readily available American robin (Turdus migratorius).

It is already known to have a number of calls (Bent, 1949) and the

development of its song has previously been studied (Konishi, 1964).

The natural history of this inhabitant of forest and lawn has been much

studied in previous years and it has been found to be territorial

(Young, 1951). In addition, it is easily approached to a close distance

for recording without interrupting its normal behavioral patterns

(personal observation).

A great deal is known about Robin calls but it is not particularly

consistent. Bent (1949) lists ten calls, some of which are variations

of others.

1. Seech-ook; an exclamatory note which the young
robin utters soon after leaving the nest. 2. Pleent,
tut-tut-tut; the first note, which might be written
plint, and sometimes sounds like week, is usually
single, but may be repeated once or twice, and may
be given without the tut notes. It is a sort of gasp,
accented, higher in pitch than the succeeding, more
rapid tuts. ... 3. Sss, tut-tut-tut; a sibilant varia-
tion of the above, a tremulous, sibilant sound, a shaky
squeal, followed by troubled sobbing. 4. Skeet,
skeet; two or three high screams, uttered as if in haste.
5. Sceech, each-each-each; a screaming variant of
2 and 3...A common note, suggesting unrest. 6. He-
he-he-he-he; a rapid, laughing giggle, suggesting
sometimes a note of the red-winged blackbird, or in
lighter, more musical form it may run quickly up and
down the scale...7. varying from
3 to 8 notes, successively losing force and dropping
slightly in pitch to the final ill., .8. Hisselly-hisselly;
sibilant, whispered phrases arranged as in song. It
is associated with courtship apparently. . .9. Sssp;
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a faint, trembling hiss, a refinement of the shriek
(4) often given when a bird starts away in flight, and
at the close of the day as it flies to its roost. 10. A
low, sobbing note with a deep undertone; a note of
trouble. A modification of the tut or huh, but clearly
recognizable in quality and slow delivery as an entity.
It is given when a cat is prowling near.

An intensive literary search revealed only eight different calls,

several showing confirmation by more than one author. Howell (1940

and 1942) talks of an alarm note used in defending territory which

consists of a loud "chirp" and a softer "cuck". The chirp is given

year round by both sexes and accompanied by tail jerks. Another call,

mentioned by Bent (1949), is ".. a prolonged, loud, high-pitched,

rather hysterical squeal. This was a note of dispair or intense fear"

given by a Robin captured on the nest. Jackson (1952) and Brackbill

(1959) noted a Robin call similar to that of the Cedar Waxwing (Bomby-

cilla cedrorum). This high-pitched, faint note serves to warn young,

mainly fledglings, of predators. Nestlings and some adults freeze

when this note is heard. Other species apparently recognize and

react to this signal as well. It may also be given when another animal,

including a human, suddenly appears close to the Robin or watches

too closely.

The nesting process has its calls, too. Females screech when

leaving the eggs they are incubating. The young have been heard to

squeak when stretching or bothered by insects (Mailliard, 1930).

Like all young birds, Robins make vocal their desire to be fed (Bent,
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1949).

Howell (1940) noted winter flocks to be silent "...except when

disturbed. The sharp 'chirp' note and a brief rendition of the

chirring call were the only sounds given".

Only one author ever mentions of hearing a rather unexpected

vocalization consisting of "...a thin, high-pitched hissing" (Pough,

1946), The function is entirely unknown.

A good deal more is already known about Robin song, Whisper

song, a curious soft song sung with the peak closed, is thought to

function in courtship and therefore heard most frequently in April

from the Eastern subspecies (Saunders, 1929). Full song begins in

early March coinciding with the choosing of territories (Howell, 1940),

though Leopold and Eynon (1961) report a "tuning-up" period before

the morning chorus begins on a daily basis. Individuals are reported

to cease singing until the first brood is hatched, remaining silent

until they leave the nest (Howell, 1942). Morning chorus fades in

July and some singing is heard in August, but September is silent as

the adults begin molting. Singing begins again in late September-

early October, filling October with full song (Bicknell, 1884;

Saunders, 1948a and 1948b) before the silence of winter settles in.

All winter song notes are of observations of Florida migrants

who have been heard singing from roosts in late October and early

November with full song lasting until nearly January. Robins have
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been reported to sing throughout the winter in Texas when the weather

is mild (Howell, 1940),

Robins are one of the earliest singers each day, beginning in

the very early morning hours and singing again into the evening twi-

light, The light intensity is an important factor in determining the

daily onset of Robin song. Robins sing well before civil twilight,

which is only 0. 4 foot-candle and may sing at intensities as low as

0. 013 foot-candle. The moon affects the timing of the daybreak song

in March, April and May, but has no effect in July. In March, April

and May the Robins sing 20-40 minutes earlier when the moon is full.

But evening song is not so directly correlated with light intensity.

"The birds not only stop singing earlier on cloudy evenings in respect

to sunset or the end of civil twilight, but they appear to do so at a

higher absolute light intensity" (Leopold and Eynon, 1961), Thus, the

intensity of light for evening song is between 0.1 and 10. 0 foot-

candles (Wing, 1956).

One more interesting note on timing of song is a study conducted

by Miller (1958) while traveling from Berkeley, California to Fair-

banks, Alaska in which he timed the end of evening song and the

beginning of morning song. He used data from seven latitudes, each

two to four degrees apart and found that "on the whole it appears that

evening song terminates earlier as one goes north" and that morning

song begins earlier with an increase in latitude.
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The Eastern and Western subspecies are believed to have the

same song (Bent, 1949) and most of the descriptions are quite similar.

With onomotopoetic renderings such as "cheerily, cheer up, cheer up,

cheerily, cheer up, cheer up" (Mathews, 1904), earlier ornothologists

attempted to describe Robin song. Later the song was usually

described as a long-continued and loud, clear whistling broken into

phrases of two or three notes. The phrases are in 11. groups of

three to eight...usually., . two or three different phrases in one group,

a single phrase being frequently repeated two or three times..."

(Saunders, 1951). Borror (1964) stated "most phrases are loud and

clear with a warbled quality: a few are high-pitched and buzzy" and

in his work on development of song in Robins, Konishi (1964) found

two basic types of syllables in Robin song: regular with clear,

whistle-like qualities and alpha which is characterized by a wide

frequency range and rapid frequency modulations. Further, an

individual Robin may have 10-30 different regular notes and 0-40

alpha and "...most birds have many more syllables of the alpha than

of the regular type, although some individuals may completely lack

the former".

The question of singing by females is unanswered. Evans (1968)

reports they may sing at certain times of the year, though not during

the mating season. Howell (1940), on the other hand, does not believe

female Robins ever sing.
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Lemon (1965) found Cardinals (Richmondena cardinalis)

individually distinguishable and felt the birds could also make this

distinction because their temporal sense is much better than ours.

Thus, what is a slur to human ears would be a group of individual notes

to a bird. On this basis, then, Robins should also be able to dis-

tinguish individuals, since several authors have stated that it is

possible to distinguish individual Robin songs on the basis of pattern,

pitch, and quality (Bicknell, 1884; Howell, 1942; Torrey, 1885).

Evidence of countersinging in Robins would also support this theory,

for countersinging shows that birds are obviously paying attention to

the songs of neighbors (Armstrong, 1973).
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II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

Two subspecies of the American Robin, Turdus migratorius,

were used in this study, though most of the observations were of the

Northwestern Robin, T. m. caurinus (Grinnell). This subspecies

breeds in northwestern Oregon and the Willamette Valley where it is

joined in winter by the Western Robin, T. m. propinquus (Ridgeway).

The birds of both subspecies roost together throughout the winter and

"in February or early March, these roosts begin to break up as the

arrival of birds from farther south swells the robin population"

(Gabrielson and Jewett, 1940).

Call and Song Recording

Robins of all ages and both sexes were observed from April 1973 -

June 1974, Most collecting of recordings was done in the early morn-

ing hours when birds are most vocal and to avoid human interference

as much as possible. Some recordings were also made in the early

evening hours and throughout the day as necessary. Robins were

watched and recorded most heavily in the central part of the Oregon

State University campus, Corvallis, Oregon, though the entire campus

was used at one time or another during the study. During January

1974, recordings of Robin flocks were also made at the William L.

Finley National Wildlife Refuge, 12 miles south of Corvallis.
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All recordings were made using a Uher 4000 Report-L tape

recorder with Sennheiser microphone mounted on a 24 inch diameter

parabolic reflector, One and a half mil magnetic tape was normally

used, but in a few of the longer recordings of roosting one-half mil

tape was used. Care was taken, especially in late 1973 and throughout

1974 not to overload the tape and distort the signal which Greenewalt

(1968) says is quite easy to do.

The Sona-Graph is known to have several shortcomings such as

a poor response to changes in amplitude which may be much more

important to bird communication than has previously been thought

(Thorpe and Lade, 1961). "The individual intensity of each frequency

component (may be) displayed at any preselected point in time

(Anon, 1965), but it is a time-consuming process involving careful

sectioning-out of the points on the piece to be analyzed. Probably the

most common complaint is that two filter settings must be used and

hence twice as many graphs must be made to accurately portray both

frequency and time (Greenewalt, 1968). The wide band filter is

accurate on the time axis displaying the frequency over a range of

300 cps with a resolution of 3 msec, but displaces the center frequency

200 cps downward, The narrow filter, on the other hand, displays the

frequency over a range of only 45 cps, but produces a time smear on

the signal because it has a resolution of only 25 msec (Mar ler, 1969).

Figure 1-D is an example of a narrow band sonagram.
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In addition to these problems with filter settings, care must be

taken not to overload the system when inputting data and the machine

must be allowed to "warm-up" at least an hour to avoid fluctuations in

frequency response. Despite these problems the Sona-Graph is still

the most widely used method of analysis of bird sounds and the

recordings made in this study were analyzed on a Kay Electric 6061a

Sona-Graph with a frequency response from 0. 085 to 8. 0 kilocycles

per second (kHz),

Measurements of time and frequency were easily made using a

grid overlay. A ruler, calibrated on the scale of 13 mm per 1. 0 kHz

and thus with accuracy to + 80 cps, further increased the accuracy of

measurements taken. Whenever possible measurements of frequency

were taken from sonagrams made with the narrow band filter (fre-

quency accurate) and measurements of duration of notes were taken

from sonagrams made with the wide band filter (time accurate). When

this was not possible, 200 cps were added to those measurements

taken from the wide band graphs since this is the amount by which

they are distorted (Greenewalt, 1968). It was also usually possible

to distinguish where the note ended and time smear began on the

narrow band graphs.

Each note is probably unique in the characteristics measured,

but generally the fundamental was measured at its highest point, as

were the tones appearing regularly above and, sometimes, below it.
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Notes slurring up or down were measured at their highest frequency.

Rapidly modulated notes were measured at highest and lowest frequen-

cies (see Figure 4).

Individual Recognition Testing

Robins were tested from June 2-June 16, 1974 for their ability

to recognize individuals by song, This was a period in which at least

one brood had been raised and most birds had started a second and

thus territories were definitely established. A paper mache model

of a male Robin was placed on a perch above a speaker on a 50 foot

lead from a tape recorder such that the model was one and a half feet

above the ground. The speaker and model were located near a favo-

rite singing post of the bird to be tested and oriented as if coming

from the direction of the neighbor whose song was used in the test.

The recording of the unfamiliar Robin was made 26 May 1974 in

Avery Park, approximately one mile from the campus. It was

important that rate of singing not be a variable in the songs used;

since the other songs recorded were approximately 17 syllables per

minute, this song had to be edited to slow it down to 17 syllables per

minute also,

After a few trials, the testing procedure finally settled on was

styled after that of Goldman (1973). This consisted of a pretest

period, test period during which the song was played, and post-test
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period, each four minutes in length, followed by a ten minute break to

avoid residual effects of the first test, after which the testing proce-

dure was repeated using a different song. The order of presentation

of the unfamiliar song and familiar song was alternated on those five

birds tested with both songs. One additional bird was tested with the

unfamiliar song only. Responses were recorded in the following areas:

overflights, distance from the model, number of songs, number of

calls, and the number of times the model was circled. Distances were

broken down into the following categories: 1-5 ft. , 6-10 ft. , 11-29 ft. ,

30-50 ft. , greater than 50 ft.

For each category of response, the results were tabulated.

Results between test periods (pretest, test, post-test) were compared

using the Chi-square test (Snedecor and Cochran, 1967).
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III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Recording and analysis of American Robin vocalizations

revealed a large variety of notes and calls. Ten calls were recorded

as follows: three alarm calls, an excitement call, challenge call,

contact call, two flight calls and begging by both the nestling and

fledgling.

Scold (Assembly Alarm)

Three notes may be used in the scold, the principle ones being

a sharp, oftentimes ear-splitting, "wheet" and a much softer "tut",

a note much like a chicken's cluck. A much less common note is

"wit", a squeaky variation of "tut" and often given in a mixture with

it. These are the pleent and tut notes described by Bent (1949) and

are given by both sexes.

Wheet is a rapidly rising and falling note (see Figure 1) which

varies a great deal from bird to bird and within an individual. These

are the plint and week variations Bent (1949) mentions. Sonagrams

show this variation to be due to the note's having as few as two and

as many as eleven tones accompanying the fundamental, The term

"tones" is used because they are not always harmonics nor do they

always occur above the fundamental, but may occur below it as well.

As a Robin becomes more excited in its scolding, the tone of

wheet becomes more shrill, due to the addition of overtones. The
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Figure 1. Sonagrams of various calls. Scold: A-C, A-wheet, B-tut,
C-wit; D-psh contact call; E-cheep fear call; F-flight call;
G-seep excitement call; H-zeee fear call. Note difference
in frequency scale between upper and lower graphs.
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fundamental itself has an average frequency of 3,59 kHz (range:

3.08-4.00 kHz, n = 42). On the sonagram this frequency has a band

trailing after it, increasing the length of the note as much as 100%.

It is thought that this is an artifact of the recording process, a "ring-

ing" caused by using a narrow band filter on a short duration sound

(Davis, 1964).

The second most important frequency is at 6.12 kHz (range:

5,54-6.92 kHz, n = 39), based on the number of occurrences, A third

oft-occurring frequency is at 2.45 kHz (range: 1.92-2.96 kHz, n = 21).

Two other frequencies also appear quite often, one at 1,04 kHz and

another at 4.56 kHz. The extra tones of this note range from 6.46 to

15,25 kHz, Only on two occasions have fundamental frequencies in the

range of 5,06 kHz occurred, once in the roost and once in a flight.

The reason for this is unknown, For all its loudness and abundance

of tones, wheet is not a particularly long note, lasting only 0.091

second (range: 0. 085-0.115 sec n = 44),

Tut is a much shorter note, lasting 0.052 second (range: 0,038-

0.069 sec. , n = 52). It appears to have two fundamental frequencies,

1,71 kHz (range: 1.38-2.08 kHz, n = 48) and 2.81 kHz (range: 2.31-

3.31 kHz, n = 48). It may have as many as four overtones ranging

from 3.85 to 6. 54 kHz. These instances are relatively rare, however,

and most often only the two fundamental frequencies are heard. There

were also 12 cases in which the shape of the note was maintained on
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the graph and sounded like tut, but the frequencies were shifted

upwards such that the lower frequency averaged 2.47 kHz (range:

2.31-2.92 kHz, n = 11) and the upper frequency averaged 3.93 kHz

(range: 3.31-4.38 kHz, n = 11).

"Wit" is simply a longer version of tut. It averages 0,091

second (range: 0.077-0.10 sec, , n = 29) with the same average funda-

mental frequency as tut. There are also some transitional notes

between tut and wit which are longer than tut but shorter than wit.

Much more than half the time (63. 8%) notes are given singly.

Combinations of more than four notes occur 15, 7% of the time scold

notes are given while other combinations, in decreasing order of

occurrence are: double, triple and quadruple. When wheet and tut

appear together, wheet usually precedes tut with two or more tuts

following wheet. Many single wheets may be given before the wheet

which directly precedes tut with the pattern "wheet... wheet... wheet-

tut-tut-tut" appearing most often. Some of the aberrations from this

pattern which have been noted are: "tut-wheet-tut", "wheet-tut-tut-

tut-wheet-wheet-tut-tut-tut-tut-tut'', ''tut-tut-tut-tut-tut-wheet'',

"tut-tut-tut-wheet", "tut-wheet". Wheet and tut can also be given

without the other as will be discussed in greater detail below. Wit

usually is given alone, but when accompanied by another note it is

usually tut. Tut generally follows wit but may on occasion precede it.
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There is no apparent rhythm for the utterance of these notes;

how fast or how slow depends on the state of agitation of the bird. Of

the recordings I studied in detail, the range varied from 18, 6 calls

per minute to 146.1 per minute with an average of 70.7.

When a Robin scolds, it may sit on a branch or flit about from

tree to tree depending upon the apparent degree of agitation and

whether or not the subject of the scolding is moving about. The tut

is usually accompanied by flicking the tail up and down, especially

when very excited, and the throat can be seen to move. Wheet is

given with the beak open. Group scolding does not take place in unison.

Each bird screams its cry at its own rate, the lack of rhythm pro-

ducing quite an unpleasant atmosphere, which makes the human

listener, at least, want to flee the raucous noise. When several are

scolding at once they seem to take turns: first one or two scold for a

while and then a different group takes it up. When a subject of

scolding such as a cat leaves an area, the scolding may be taken up

by other Robins along its path, those first to scold ceasing as danger

becomes less imminent.

Sometimes the bird shakes and puffs up his feathers (perhaps

trying to appear larger and thus more dangerous?) and may become

quite brave in moving close to the cause of the aggravation, Although

as stated above they usually scold from the safety of a tree, three

Robins were once observed to hop about on the ground below a stuffed,
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immature Cooper's Hawk (Accipiter cooperii), scolding not more than

five feet from it. It is not believed such daring behavior would occur

in a similar situation with a live hawk, Cats are very often the

recipients of urgent scolding, receiving the most ear-splitting of the

wheet notes. Robins were noted to scold me if I came too close when

they were involved in some family activity or if I approached the nest.

Finally, scold notes involving both wheet and tut are heard as the

birds enter the roost. This is believed to possibly be due to disagree-

ments over perching sites.

Scolding and its accompanying excitement may occur by

contagion both within the species and without and may even interrupt

such a concentrated activity as singing. The Robin which originally

noticed and began scolding a stuffed Cooper's Hawk, which had been

set up for the purpose of recording this call, eventually drew to the

scene two other Robins, a Scrub Jay (Aphelocoma coerulescens)and an

OregonJunco(Junco hyemalis), all of which joined in the admonishment,

Other robins will start giving tut notes if one of their members is

chased by a Scrub Jay. Robins have also been seen to be attracted

to the scene of excitement by the cries of other species. In one

instance Scrub Jays discovered a Screech Owl (Otus asio) attempting

to roost by day near the trunk of a cedar. Their cries brought in

birds of all description and the Robins gave their tut note, though

wheet was not heard.
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As the threat of danger lessens or the Robin for some other

reason loses interest, he may turn to other activities such as preening

or singing, rapidly forgetting to scold altogether. A common ending

is that in which he simply flies away.

The tut note also seems to be used when the Robin is only mildly

aggravated at something, Quite often a bird will be observed to

suddenly fly up to a branch and begin giving "tut-tut-tut..." with the

characteristic tail flipping. This often happens if a human walks by

too closely and flushes the bird. A number of times I have come upon

a bird giving this call, the reason for which remains a mystery. One

final interesting situation in which tut occurs is when a flock, sitting

and chattering in a tree, suddenly takes flight, leaving a member

behind, The deserted bird, a female in one case, was heard to give

the tut note, beginning softly and rising in volume until she, too,

finally flew away.

The Excitement Call

The excitement call is a high-pitched, Cedar Waxwing-like

"seep". Both Jackson (1952) and Brackbill (1959) found it used as a

predator alarm call, given by either sex.

On the sonagram, it appears as a steady trace, first rising

very rapidly and then trailing down to a frequency about one kiloHerz

(kHz) lower than where it began (see Figure 1). At its highest point,
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the frequency averages 9.72 kHz (range: 7.70-12.46 kHz, n = 28)

and drops to an average of 8,12 kHz (range: 6. 00-10.62 kHz, n = 28).

Seep is certainly the longest single call note, lasting an average of

0.381 second (range: 0,269-0.457 second, n = 20). Although the note

drops off to a lower frequency, it is usually louder at the end. This

note sometimes has a ventriloquial property. I have spent as much

as 10-15 minutes looking for the calling bird and at other times the

caller was easily located, but in both instances the sound is the same.

Seep seems to occur in three basic situations, all of which

indicate a high level of excitement related to fear. The first is the

predator alarm usage. Upon coming too close to a nest or fledgling,

I have several times heard the seep call from a nearby adult. On one

occasion I unknowingly stood only three feet from a nest watching a

female in a type of distraction display. She crouched close to the

ground with beak upward, emitting a "seep" at regular intervals.

This kind of behavior has occurred several times and has been docu-

mented by Jackson (1952) and Brackbill (1959).

The second situation is actually two closely related situations,

When a Robin copulates, there does not appear to be much ceremony;

the male may suddenly rush at the female as she forages. But some-

times he appears to attempt winning her favor before he is so bold.

On one such occasion he inched toward her giving a barely audible

"eeee" growing to a dog-like whine and finally to a few notes of seep
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which were uttered much more rapidly than when given as a predator

alarm. The female backed off, finally flying to a roof top where the

process was repeated once more before the male was successful in

his attempts to copulate with her. In addition to being uttered before

copulation, seep may also be heard between copulation attempts when

the birds are still quite close to each other and once was heard from

the male during the act itself.

A related situation where seep occurs is that in which the female

seems to be attempting to attract the attention of the male. She may

follow him around on the ground for many minutes at a time, giving

this call. In one particularly interesting scenario a female cautiously

approached a bathing male, giving a soft seep all the while. He would

periodically stop and appear to listen to her entreaties and flew to

a branch when finished with his bath. She finally stopped calling and

also took a bath, flying off at its completion. I do not feel I have ever

observed the complete sequence when these events take place, but I

suspect that this may be an invitation from the female or at least an

open sign that she is ready to mate.

The third situation in which seep occurs is actually a group into

which all the unexplainable situations are lumped. Here the Robin

is come upon in a tree or on the ground, giving the call for no apparent

reason. He may sit quietly as he gives the call or be foraging and stop

at intervals to call. In each case, however, another Robin is close by.
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These situations are not so different as they may seem, for in

each case the bird is experiencing conflicting tendencies to both

approach and avoid the object of his attention (Hinde, 1970), A similar

situation occurs in the Chaffinch (Mar ler, 1956). The male is in

conflict to both approach the female and mate and to flee from her as

potentially dangerous. This same idea holds true for the cases in

which the female is eliciting attention from the male. She wants to

approach but is also fearful of this other bird, This conflict may be

repeated in the approaching predator situation. The bird is torn be-

tween staying and fleeing. I have chosen to label this an excitement

call rather than a predator alarm because it occurs most often in the

last two situations, with copulating pairs and birds calling for unknown

reasons, The link between situations is most likely the conflict just

discussed.

Zeee and Cheep Alarm Notes

Two notes were found to be connected with situations in which the

Robin showed some alarm or apprehension. One was "zeee", a light,

metallic sounding note with barely detectable modulations. The second

was a wheezy "cheep" or squeakier "chup" with a lengthy final

downward slur.

Zeee is a high-pitched note varying in length due to the number

of modulations it may have. These ranged from one to five with an
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average of 2.8 (n = 25). The maximum frequency averaged 8.85 kHz

(range: 8.15-10.05 kHz, n = 16), while the minimum averaged 6.09

kHz (range: 4.62-8.00 kHz, n = 25). The note always ended with a

downward slur, but could begin with either an upward or downward

slur (see Figure 1). Accent was always on the downward slur through-

out the note. Only one really odd form was observed in which the note

broke off just before the last modulation and began the last with a long

upward slur.

On the sonagram, cheep occurs as an inverted "w" with a long

tail. It averaged 0.178 second duration (range: 0.123-0.200 second,

n = 18) and ranged from 5.69 to 9.54 kHz before trailing off (see

Figure 1), Only one recording showed a tone about one-quarter of the

way up the trailing final slur. All the other recordings were without

signs of this lower tone.

These notes are thought to be indicative of alarm or apprehen-

sion because they most often occur in the presence of another Robin,

especially when there is a clash with that Robin. They are heard when

one Robin chases another and may occur occasionally with the challenge

call (see below), indicating perhaps that while the bird is ready to fight

and defend his territory, he is also very much afraid of his opponent.

They are not thought to be aggressive calls because they are so softly

given.
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Zeee and cheep are also occasionally heard during copulation.

Like seep, they are thought to indicate that the mating birds, while

driven by forces which compel them to mate, must also overcome their

fear of each other (see Excitement Call, above).

Although zeee and cheep occur in about the same situations,

their exact meanings to the Robin may be slightly different. This is

thought to be so because cheep has also been heard on a few occasions

when the bird was taking flight. More study needs to be done on these

notes to determine their exact meaning to the Robin.

Personal Distress Call

Only three recordings of a personal distress call were obtained.

For one, a male Robin was brought in to me which for some reason

was unable to fly. After banding, he was held and gently moved about

in front of the microphone to produce the call. A very quick (0. 054

second) note, it rose sharply from 3.77 to 8.31 kHz and back to 6, 00

kHz (see Figure 2). It was an extremely intense and squeaky sound.

Shortly after this recording and as the bird was being released, it

attempted to escape, flapping its wings wildly and screaming this note

very rapidly, He was still unable to fly, however, and fell to the

ground, later dying.

The two other recordings were of Robins involved in combat

with another Robin and perhaps injured in the melee. Both calls were
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very short, only 0. 038 second in duration. One had tones at 3.54 and

6.15 kHz while the other had lower tones, 2, 92 and 4.38 kHz, This

could be an indication of individual variation, but the sample size is

so small that I would rather think it is not.

The personal distress call is given in moments of intense fear

when the bird faces the possibility of personal harm.

The Challenge Call

This very complex call is a fairly loud one given by both sexes.

Most often it sounds like "he-he-he-he-he", but may also be heard as

"we- we- we -we- wet ", "ahnt-at-at-at-at-at", "wa-ee-at-at-at-at" or

"ta-ta-ta-ta-ta". It is believed to be the laughing "he-he-he-he-he"

and "chill-ill-ill-ill" calls of which Bent (1949) speaks. I found ten

variations of this call, each uniquely different in the time-frequency

variation of its fundamental and/or the tones associated with the

fundamental. This points to the possibility of either ten different calls

meaning the same thing and used by all adults or individually unique

calls, perhaps shared by mated pairs, similar to the situation of

American Goldfinches (Spinus tristis) which know and imitate the flight

call of their mate (Mundinger, 1970).

The call is always given as a set of rapidly repeating notes,

varying from 2 to 16 notes and averaging 7. Tut, the scold note, may

immediately precede or follow the call. Individual notes are quite
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short, averaging 0.065 second (range: 0.038-0,115 second, n = 60).

The fundamental may be an up-slur or down-slur, a steady tone or

even a very rapid doublet per note. For most variations the frequency

of the fundamental at its highest point lies between 2.5 and 3.5 kHz

(average: 2.82 kHz, n = 45) with only two variants having higher

fundamentals. These are in the 4,0 to 5.2 kHz range (average: 4.49

kHz, n = 15), All the variations have at least one overtone and

several have three, at 4-5 kHz and 5.5-7.0 kHz, respectively, A

look at Figure 3 will help to clarify the variabilities and similarities

of this call and its forms.

I have chosen to label this a challenge call for two main reasons,

Although it seems to be given in a variety of situations, most often

the call is associated with singing, indicating the male is most likely

on his own territory. Secondly, the call occurs in the presence of

another Robin, On one occasion an incubating female gave this call

after successfully di4placing another female from her territory. The

challenge call is also associated with roosting, but this is such a

unique situation evoking emotional releases from the bird, that it will

be considered separately.

Thus, this call is thought to be given by a bird upset at an

intruder in its territory or simply as a reminder to others of his

position, that the caller is willing to defend his claim on the available

habitat. This is in agreement with Armstrong's (1973) view that calls
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can declare a territory and seem "to be substituted for a song when

such motivation is of low intensity". Often the bird is moving around

as he gives the call and may chase or be chased by another Robin.

Only on one occasion was it oriented at another species, This was

when a stuffed immature Cooper's Hawk was used as a decoy. It is

possible that the caller in this instance was the owner of the territory

in which the hawk was placed, and the sight of not only the hawk but

several other Robins in his territory caused him to give the challenge

call as well as the scold. This could also be a situation of conflict

within the bird where he is torn between approaching the intruder and

fleeing from it.

Because this is a call associated with territory and could thus

be used in place of song on occasion, it would be interesting to deter-

mine if it really is uniquely different from individual to individual.

Individuals would have to be marked and recorded several times. It

would also be useful to determine if the call is shared by mated pairs

and if so, is the female capable of learning a new call should she lose

her mate during the breeding season. Since Robins only mate for a

season at a time, this would almost have to be the case if they do

indeed share calls. It would also be interesting to determine if the

young learn the same call their parents use or a new one which is in-

nate or learned from another Robin. If it is learned from the parents,

this would tend to limit the variation in the call within the population
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and perhaps from a dialect of sorts in the call.

The Contact Call

This note is one of the more difficult to which to ascribe an

onomatopoetic title, It sounds variously like "pshut", "eeet", "psht",

"psh-u", or "zeet" and is probably the "sssp" call of Bent (1949).

Given with tut, it sounds like "psht-psht-pah-pah", but will be referred

to in this paper as simply "psh".

Psh has several variations, but the most frequent one is a funda-

mental spread over about 0.5 kHz, quickly rising to a maximum of

3.47 kHz (range: 2.77-4,30 kHz, n = 38) in about 0.087 second

(range: 0.046-0,10 second, n = 36). The overtone starts at the same

time as the fundamental and at a frequency one kHz above that at which

the fundamental ends. It rises very quickly to a maximum of 7,28

kHz (range: 7,00-9,38 kHz, n = 34) and falls even more rapidly as the

note is ended (see Figure 1), One of the variations of this note shows

on the sonagram a second tone midway between the fundamental and

the tone previously described. Others show a more rapid rising to or

falling from the maximum of the fundamental.

Heard year round and apparently given by adults of both sexes,

psh is thought to be a social contact call. Most often it is given in the

presence of another Robin, especially an active flock. The flock is

usually moving about, individuals flying from one branch to another,
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actively foraging on the ground or roosting. It has also been heard

coming from a bird deserted by the rest of its flock, as was tut.

With almost equal frequency this call is also given just before

or just as a Robin takes flight. Here it is associated with tut, resulting

in a call sounding like "psht-psht-pah-pah". The first two notes are

sharp and harsh, the second two, much softer. On one occasion a

female gave the call three times, each at an apogee in her undulating

flight.

For these reasons psh is considered to be a social contact call.

It is heard most often in winter from small (approximately 50 birds)

flocks taking flight. In both cases it probably serves the same func-

tion, that of helping individuals regain or remain in contact with each

other.

The Flight Calls

It is not unexpected that more than one flight call should exist.

Psh was a social contact call associated with flight, whereas these

calls, one, a rapid succession of tut-like notes, and the other a doublet

of wheet-like note s , are associated predominantly with flight by a

single bird rather than a flock, In the tut-like call, each note is very

short, averaging only 0, 039 second (range: 0. 031-0, 046 second,

n = 14), but given as a rapid series of 5-13 notes, it makes one of the

longer calls. The fundamental frequency may rise in successive notes,
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or remain the same, though the former is more prevalent, As stated

above, the call is composed of tut-like notes, but they are not entirely

uniform in their time/frequency ratio and hence their shape on the

sonagram varies somewhat. Some show as many as five overtones

but three is more common. The fundamental frequency averages 2,90

kHz (range: 2. 0-3.23 kHz, n = 11) with overtones in the 3.73 and 4.78

kHz range most common (see Figure 3),

The doublet of wheet-like notes sounds like wheet, but bears

no similarity to it on the sonagram. It is a sharply rising note, the

shape of an inverted "v", usually occurring in doublets, but sometimes

also in triplets or as single notes. An overtone is usually present at

frequencies greater than 8.00 kHz, The fundamental averages 4.54

kHz (range: 3. 00-5.23 kHz, n = 16). This note is of average length,

being 0. 059 second duration (range: 0.054-0.100 second, n = 16)

(see Figure 1).

These calls are associated solely with flight. They do occur in

flocks, but in cases where flight is taking place, There is little doubt

that they serve some function in announcing a Robin's flight or intention

to fly. Whether or not there are different shades of meaning from call

to call remains unknown. I would speculate that there are since the

calls are so vastly different on the sonograms. However, the exact

meaning of a call cannot be deciphered, only guessed at.
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Nestling Begging

The begging call of nestlings is a high-pitched twittering which

suddenly bursts forth as the parent alights on the nest rim. Individual

notes sound something like "tst". Judging from the data of the three

nests recorded, the note appears to be variable from one nest to

another. Some are rapidly rising and falling notes in the range of

6 to 8 kHz. Each note averages only 0.035 second (range: 0.023-

0,046 second, n = 21), combining with the rapid frequency fluctuation

to produce the twittering sound. These notes were given so rapidly

that it was impossible to distinguish individuals.

Another recording, however, showed notes in tut-like form but

as triplets in the 6-7 kHz frequency range with the first note highest

in frequency and the other two variable as to which had the higher

frequency. Still a third recording was much like the first in that it

showed rapid modulations in the higher frequency range, but it also

contained a lot of curious slurs in the 3-5 kHz range (see Figure 2).

All the nestlings recorded were calculated to be rather old,

10-15 days, based on the approximate day they left the nest. Attempts

to record younger birds were unsuccessful for one reason or another.

It was noted, however, that very recently hatched robins showed the

begging response when touched, but uttered no audible sound.
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The Fledgling Begging Call

The fledgling begging call also appears to be individually unique

as each bird usually gives only one type of call and this call is differ-

ent from bird to bird, Only one bird was heard to make a sound like

Bent's (1949) "skeech-ook", another sounded like "peek", while the

rest were variations on "cheep" ranging from metallic to squeaky

sounding. The call may be given at intervals of two to nine seconds,

the rate of calling increasing rapidly as the adult approaches the

fledgling and actually feeds it.

How an adult recognizes a call as belonging to a begging fledgling

without actually seeing the youngster is a mystery since each fledgling's

call is so different. Some are very short (0. 077 second) while others

are some of the longest calls (0, 269 second) outside of seep. Skeech-

ook is two notes, skeech is a ladder-shaped note emphasizing lower

frequencies and ook a pair of inverted "v's" emphasizing the middle

4-5 kHz frequencies, This same fledgling had three or four variations

on the note. It is possible that not all of these were begging notes, a

point which will be discussed further below.

The graphs of four recordings (Figure 2-B, C, G, I) showed

similarity in having a rapid succession of notes with frequency spread

over the 5-8 kHz range. One bird had a clear preference for doublets

and triplets at 6.85 and 7.85 kHz (see Figure 2 -G). These were very
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clearly drawn frequencies on the sonagram and there were signs of

weaker tones at 1.5, 2.5 and 4 kHz. These notes were sometimes

accompanied by a note which rose rapidly from 1.5 to 3 kHz, leveled

off for 0. 054 second and dropped rapidly back to 1. 5 kHz (see Figure

2-H). Another curious note which appeared several times was 0.1

second in duration, dropped from 3.5 to 2.0, back up to 6. 0 and down

again to 1.5 kHz,

One fledgling gave a slightly higher pitched tut which came out as

"peek". This note was shaped as tut on the sonagram but the funda-

mental was a whole kilocycle higher (see Figure 2-E). It is also

slightly longer than tut, being 0. 077 second and tut only 0. 052 second,

This same fledgling also uttered a note shaped like an inverted "w",

of very short duration (0. 046 second). The fundamental reached a

maximum of 4 kHz and was accompanied by an overtone of the same

shape with a maximum frequency of 5.23 kHz,

Finally, two other fledglings shared the general form of their

begging note. This was a rapidly rising note with the general "tut"

shape, but the emphasis was on the latter part of the note and the

following down-slur. One juvenile's call was composed of five tones

accenting the lower frequencies of 1.5 and 3 kHz with tones evident

at 4, 5, 6.0 and 8. 0 kHz, His cheep was matched by another fledgling

whose note was similar in shape on the sonagram but emphasized the

6 and 8 kHz frequencies (see Figure 2-F).
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Fledglings may run after adults as they beg. The younger ones

show a crouching attitude (Bent, 1949) which I found to also entail

wing fanning, tail raising and an upward bending of the head. Older

fledglings seemed to merely sit still on a branch or the ground and

wait for the adult to come to them. They did not crouch but stood

upright in a normal Robin posture.

One of these older juveniles, as judged from its mannerisms,

was also one which gave cheep in the last described manner above.

This bit of information leads me to suspect that not only could begging

calls be individualized, but they could also change as the bird grows

older.

It is not totally surprising that they could have individually

unique calls, Colony nesting birds are able to find their chicks

amongst the masses, but its usefulness to a solitary nesting bird such

as the Robin is questionable. Perhaps it helps adults to find their

own young when they wander out of the original nesting territory, but

this supposedly happens rather late in the chick's life. Also why

should individuals be thus recognizable when it is known they may be

adopted by other adults when they do wander out of their home terri-

tory (Young, 1955)?

The other possibility is that not all the calls given by the

fledgling are intended as begging calls. Perhaps, much like human

babies, the young Robin is testing his ability to produce sounds by
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making as many as possible. He may also have less control of his

sounds, thus producing a wider range of noises than the adults. This

would mean that a certain amount of the calls must be learned rather

than being innate.

It would be possible to devise a series of experiments to test

these ideas. These would involve tracing the development of calls in

wild birds from the nestling to adult stage to determine if, like the

chaffinch (Mar ler, 1956), they show development from a juvenile form

to a call used by adults. It would also mean raising birds in isolation

and in deafened states to see if they could develop calls properly.

This has already been done with Robin song (Konishi, 1964).

Thus, there seem to be two possibilities for explaining the

variation in the begging calls of young Robins. One, they could be

individually unique calls which also change with age or, two, they

could be more than expressions of hunger. They could be the result

of "testing" vocal ability by the young bird and therefore juvenile forms

of other calls in the Robin repertoire.

Call of the Female Leaving the Nest

As stated above, Mailliard (1930) reported a squeak given by a

female leaving the nest. I never observed such behavior during the

1974 nesting season, which I witnessed from the very beginning,

Generally when the female was ready to leave the nest, the male would
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somehow sense this and come to the immediate vicinity of the nest.

The female would then quickly leave the nest and forage for 20 minutes

or so. The male would stand guard near or actually on the nest, per-

haps giving a soft tut or wheet. One male stood on the nest rim and

gave a loud challenge call during one of his guard periods. Eventually

the female would return and settle in to her task again. The male

would then resume his activities.

Miscellaneous Notes

There were about six miscellaneous notes which could not be

assigned specific functions, These were mostly notes occurring in-

frequently during the fall and winter months for which there is also

some uncertainty as to the subspecies of the bird recorded, The only

real difference between T. m, caurinus and T. m, propinquus is

caurinus' darker color and smaller size (Bent, 1949). I found it

impossible to distinguish subspecies on this basis and thus must leave

open the possibility of differences between the call notes of the sub-

species,

In addition, these notes could be mainly transitional forms such

as between the zeee and cheep alarm notes. They may also be

aberrations of notes. Until further study is done, however, it is

impossible to comment further on these notes and the significance of

transitional and highly unusual forms.
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Roosting

In February and March of 1974 two Robin roosts were established

on campus, one containing approximately 150 birds, the other around

75. They used these roosts until the pairs were formed, after which

only two birds were heard in the old roost, apparently using it as part

of their territory since one was a singing male.

Entry into the roost usually took 30-40 minutes, excluding a

pre-entry period of collecting in the area immediately surrounding

the roost. Most of the calls heard were tut and wheet, often much

more urgent than normal, Some subsong was heard later in March.

A few social contact calls and challenge calls were also heard,

Roosting seems to be a fairly intense emotional activity for the

bird. It must overcome some of its fear of other Robins to sit in close

proximity throughout the night. Apparently there are squabbles over

the seating arrangements, evidenced by flapping wings and short,

quick chases out of the roost and back in again. Robins will also make

short flights from branch to branch without being chased. One author

reports that part of the noise is due to the striking together of bills

(Bent, 1949). Often the roost would have just become quiet when

another bird would fly in giving a scold call and upset the entire flock

for another five to ten minutes,
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Emergence from the roost usually took only 20-30 minutes.

One or two individuals are thought to have left the roost while it was

still quite dark, They would then utter a challenge-type call from

outside the roost and a few minutes later, just as it was getting light,

the whole roost would suddenly burst into sound, Again wheet and tut

were the predominant notes but as March progressed, full song could

be heard simultaneously from several individuals before they left the

roost.

Roosting was obviously related to the amount of light, taking

place later in the evenings and earlier in the mornings as the day-

length increased. They would also emerge later on overcast and

rainy days than on other days. In addition, Robins did not roost

entirely alone, but allowed Starlings (Sturnus vulgaris) and Oregon

Juncos to share the roost.

Finally, Howell (1942) stated that male Robins do not roost near

the nest but continue to use a communal roost throughout the nesting

season. I found indications that this is not the case with our North-

western Robin, On several occasions I came upon a male just before

dark, if not in the nest tree, at least in a tree or bush in close

proximity to the nest, indicating that he was going to spend the night

there. Also the large roost was not used during the breeding season,

though it is possible that another was established which was removed

from the campus.
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General Notes on Courtship and Copulation

Courtship and copulation, like roosting, most certainly are

highly emotional activities for Robins. Here, as in roosting, the

animal is in conflict between forces telling it to mate and those

reminding it that the other bird could be an enemy. This is an ap-

proach/avoidance conflict (Hinde, p. 363, 1970), and is probably much

more intense than that in the roosting situation.

As stated above, I do not feel that what I have seen is the com-

plete courtship sequence in Robins. The female, early in the breeding

season, did seem to be soliciting attention from the male, perhaps as

part of pair formation, This was when she gave the seep call.

But the female is not the only one who appears to solicit atten-

tion. Males have been reported to give a hissing note while "standing

motionless... with bill pointing slightly upward and the tail expanded"

(Bent, 1949) and directed at the female. I witnessed a rather excep-

tional display by a male Robin. The female was sitting on the top of a

Port Orford cedar (Chamaecyparis lawsoniana) facing the male who

was on top of another Port Orford cedar 20 feet away and ten feet

higher. The male suddenly flew down from his perch, around the back

of the female, and momentarily hovered approximately a foot from

the female. He fluttered vertically with his wings extended perpen-

dicular to his body and facing the female. They both then flew about
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75 feet to the ground, walked about 25 feet and flew to separate trees

again.

Later, as pairs are formed and the male tries to gain the atten-

tion of the female, he may become submissive to her. In one particu-

lar instance, the male would walk up to the female, crouch and nudge

at her with his bill without touching, then he would run away. He gave

a few musical notes during this period, but nothing approximating a

full syllable. The male was distracted by another male but when he

returned he sat near the female in silence for some time. Then he

moved back and forth along a limb to a place lower than the female

but within her view. At about three inches from her he crouched, bill

upturned. She ignored him but at one point she rejected his overtures

by poking at him with open bill. He came close once again and nudged

her with his bill, at which point she flew off. They were then both

distracted into chasing an intruder, thus ending this curious display.

This is similar to the display described by Young (1955), but Audubon

(1870) talks of a much more involved display on the part of the male,

entailing the following:

Sometimes, along a space of 10-12 yards, he is seen
with his tail fully spread, his wings shaking, and his
throat inflated, running over the grass and brushing it,
as it were, until he has neared his mate, when he
moves round her several times without once rising
from the ground. She then receives his caresses.

Copulation has already been described under the excitement call;

I would only add here that a variety of sounds are emitted during this
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activity, indicating its intensity and probably involving displacement

activities. Musical twitterings have been heard, along with seep and

soft tuts. One particular note, sounding something like "chulweep",

occurred only a few times in one copulation recording. This was per-

haps a call of pleasure, but its solitary occurrence in this one

recording is not enough from which to draw any conclusions.

General Notes on Song

Countersinging does occur in the Northwestern Robin. This

statement is based on observations of singers in the spring of 1974

and extended observations of one individual who sang regularly from

the same tree throughout April and May. On numerous occasions this

Robin was heard to sing such that the pauses between phrases in his

song coincided with the phrases being sung by his neighbor. His

neighbor was heard to do the same thing. Thus they could hear and

theoretically learn to recognize each other's song, The first Robin

was also observed to cease foraging, return to his singing post and

commence singing again when during the period of morning chorus

his neighbor suddenly began singing.

Female Singing

As Evans (1968) noted previously, females were found to sing

at times of the year other than the breeding season. On two occasions
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Figure 4, This figure illustrates how the measurements were taken
from the sonograms. Notes are represented by abbrevi-
ated forms and occur elsewhere in the paper as the original
sound spectrograms, The horizontal scale is time in
seconds and the vertical scale is the tone or pitch in kilo-
cycles per second. Most authors, including this one, use
the term kiloherz (kHz) which is equivalent, (A) Wheet
scold note (of Figure 1). Al-fundamental frequency,
A3-A6 extratones; Al = duration. (B) Wit scold note (of
Figure 1), B2-fundamental frequency, B3-overtone;
Bl=duration, (C) Psh social contact note (of Figure 1),
C2-fundamental frequency, C3-overtone; Cl=duration.
(D) Cheep fear note (of Figure 1), D3-initial frequency,
D2-lowest frequency (disregarding tail), D4-maximum
frequency; Dl=duration, (E) Seep excitement call (of
Figure 1). E2-minimum frequency, E3-maximum fre-
quency; El=duration. (F) Zeee fear note (of Figure 1),
F2-maximum frequency, F3-minimum frequency; Fl=
duration, Other notes were measured in similar fashion.
Note that some notes were played at lower tape speeds
than recorded to facilitate graphing of higher frequencies.
These have the frequency and time scales properly
adjusted.
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in the fall (Sept. and Oct. ) I observed females to sing and one of these

females was recorded. Her song was a squeaky, finch-like, constant

outpouring of notes making syllables difficult to differentiate. The

notes were characterized by rapid fluctuations but a shorter frequency

range than expected was generally experienced. This was most likely

due, however, to their failure to register on the Sona-Graph or the

original tape rather than an actual absence of higher frequencies.

There were evidences of higher frequencies on some of the graphs,

indicating this to be a likely possibility. The recording contained a

great number of call notes as well. Wheet, tut and psh were all pre-

valent.

Whisper Song

Whisper song is an extremely quiet, airy sort of vocalization

similar to the alpha notes which Konishi (1964) describes as part of

the full song of Robins. Both are characterized by rapid frequency

modulation and a large frequency range, but a detailed look at one

five minute segment of whisper song showed only two of the syllables

uttered by my Oregon bird were vaguely similar to any of the 31 alpha

syllables described for Konishi's California birds. Because whisper

song is sung so softly (difficult to hear at six feet) no other recordings

were loud enough to be sonagraphed and carefully analyzed.
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As in full song, there is a tendency for the Robin to repeat sylla-

bles sequentially before moving on to another, different syllable.

There does not appear to be much attempt at forming phrases as in

full song and single syllables are also quite frequent. The note tut is

frequently found interspersed with song notes, and in the particular

recording analyzed, psh and zeee also occurred several times. Many

different syllables were given before earlier ones started to appear

again.

Both Young (1955) and Saunders (1929) associated whisper song

with courtship. Young found it to be used as a threat and thought

whisper song to be indicative of a generally excited condition. I found

only one definite case in which a male sang whisper song in the pre-

sence of a female and she completely ignored him, flying away within

a short time. One other case was observed when the listener may

have been a female. That bird came rushing over to the singer; they

disappeared for a minute and he reappeared, foraging. Most of the

squabbles observed in the spring of 1974 were silent, though often

heated battles. Only twice did I hear whisper song given during a

fight. There was a short lull as the combatants broke away from one

another, one gave several syllables of whisper song and the fighting

resumed,

Whisper song is heard the year round. Unlike Saunders (1929)

who found the most frequent occurrence to be in April for the Eastern
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Robin, I found the Northwestern and Western subspecies to sing whis-

per song mostly during the winter months of January to March. During

this time the male usually sat alone singing as if practicing for his

benefit alone. His tail vibrates and his whole body seems to strain

with the notes. As early as February, Robins started interjecting

syllables of full song into the whisper songs, Often in the late winter

and very early spring (February-March) a Robin would sing whisper

song for a while and suddenly sing full song or vice versa. By the

beginning of May whisper song was rarely heard, except for the

isolated occurrences in fights as described above.

I feel this vocalization of Robins is mainly a form of practice

for the full song because it occurs most often in the winter months

from solitary birds and because in spring it occurs in conjunction with

full song, Its occurrence during heated territorial squabbles is prob-

ably a displacement activity.

Sub-Song

Sub-song was neither recorded nor studied. There were indica-

tions that sub-song may be whisper song or that whisper song develops

into sub-song and then full song. This possibility is brought to mind

because of the numerous occasions in March when I heard Robins

singing a song with both full and whisper song elements. Some songs

were "airy" with the rapid frequency modulation and large frequency
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range as in whisper song, but several times louder. Songs with the

whistle quality of full song were also heard, but at much softer vol-

umes. One fact which would seem to set whisper song apart from

sub-song is that birds in juvenile plumage were never observed to give

whisper song, although Armstrong (1973) records them as capable of

singing at three weeks. It is, however, possible that after the fall

molt, young of the year could have been singing and recorded as

recently breeding adults.

All this aside, I agree with Dr. Peter Mar ler (personal com-

munication) that sub-song and its development into full song have not

been studied enough by either myself or other authors for definite

statements to be made. Although Armstrong (1973) defines sub-song

as a "general term to denote forms of quiet song", this is not adequate

for a species such as the Robin which has quiet song throughout the

year, unless they are assumed to sing the entire year, nonbreeding

season included.

Results of Testing

The results of testing for individual recognition by song are

summarized in Tables 1 and 2 with the significance levels as deter-

mined by the Chi-square Test given below each table. What they

reveal is the following: Before the unfamiliar song was played, the

tested birds were farther from the model (ten feet or less is
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considered close) and singing less than expected. During the playing

of the unfamiliar song they showed movement closer to the model and

singing greatly increased over what was expected, After the playback

they then moved away from the model again, singing only slightly less

than expected but much less than during the playback itself.

The birds tested with familiar song were also farther from the

model than expected before the playback, but in contrast to the situa-

tion above, showed no more movement to positions closer to the model

than expected. During playback they also showed an increase in the

number of songs, but not nearly to the extent shown during playback

with the unfamiliar song. After the playback of the familiar song

there was definite movement away from the model and singing contin-

ued to increase. In both of the test situations the amount of calling

did not change significantly from one part of the test to another.

Thus it seems that a Robin responds to a strange intruder by

advancing and singing more. An intruding neighbor is not advanced

upon, but his presence is contested with an increase in song which

carries over after the intruder has left.

On the basis of the data presented here it cannot be said that

Robins definitely identify each other by song, but there are strong

indications of this ability based on their reactions to the playbacks,

i. e. , the model was approached during the playing of unfamiliar song

which was not so of the familiar playback, and unfamiliar song was
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greeted with a greater increase in song number by the tested Robins

than was the familiar playback. Why the amount of song should con-

tinue to increase even after the familiar playback was completed is

not known.

It is possible that there are more behavioral indications of

individual recognition than just the three chosen here. They may

include such things as the type of call given in response to singing or

a series of stereotyped behaviorisms. Song may, and probably does,

have other functions in the Robin than just individual recognition by

males. If it acts to strengthen the pair bond, then perhaps females

should also be tested for individual recognition. Should it function to

isolate the species reproductively, and it probably does, then it would

be interesting to test the relative importance of song to such things

as morphological features. This could be done by using species with

similar songs (Black-headed Grosbeak, Pheucticus melanocephalus)

and with similar morphological features (Varied thrush, Ixoreus

naevius). Models and playbacks could be mixed so as to determine the

relative importance of song to morphological features.

In summary, the results of testing for individual recognition in

this study are not conclusive, but do suggest that Robins possess this

ability. Areas for further study are pointed out.
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Table 1. Tabular results of the number of times a bird was at various
distances during the testing with (A) unfamiliar song, and
(B) familiar song.

Distance
Greater
than 50 ft. 50-30 ft. 29-11 ft. 10-5 ft.

Less than
5 ft.

pretest 6 15 9 1 0

(A)* test 7 4 5 4 5

post-test 9 10 2 1 0

pretest 5 17 3 3 3

(B)**test 9 4 8 2 3

post-test 10 2 4 1 1

* X2
8

** X2
8

=

=

23.

1919.

08,

51 '

P = 0. 005, significant

0. 025<P<0. 01, significant

Table 2. Tabular results of the number of songs and calls during the
testing with (A) unfamiliar song, and (B) familiar song.

Songs Calls

pretest 0 13

(A)*+ test 20 10
post-test 6 13

pretest 0 4
(B)**++ test 5 13

post-test 8 7

Songs )q = 24. 30, P>0. 005, significant

2Calls X2 = 0. 81, not significant

Songs )q, = 7. 62, 0. 025<P<0. 01, significant

++ Calls X2 = 5 26
'

0. 1O<P<0, 05, very low significance
2
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IV. CONCLUSIONS

The American Robin has a vocabulary of a size comparable to

other birds previously studied (see Mar ler, 1956). It has calls to suit

most situations -- flight, varying degrees of alarm, social, hunger,

territorial defense and general excitement. What is most interesting,

however, is the large degree of individual variation allowed by this

communication system, Many notes showed a great deal of variation

in their delivery and often several very different vocalizations have

appeared to perform the same function. In addition, there is a ten-

dency, but not a definitely proven ability, to recognize individuals

by their song.

Why there should be so many variations of each note and overlap

in different notes and uses is a debatable question. On one hand it

does not appear to be particularly adaptive to allow so many forms for

each vocalization. It would seem that in order for spe cies to remain

separate there must be separate and distinct vocalizations as well as

other behavioral and morphological differences. On the other hand,

perhaps vocalizations other than song are not important in maintaining

species, eliminating the need for a rigid communication system to

develop and thus allowing the quite variable one to form such as this

appears to be.

This study has answered some questions about Robin vocaliza-

tions, but it has resulted in many more being asked. A few calls need
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to be studied in greater detail and much more could be learned about

Robin song. Konishi (1964) does not think Robins share syllables.

I feel this area needs to be studied in greater detail because I was able

to detect syllables with at least opening notes which were shared. I

agree with Armstrong (1973) that there is an "inborn limit to the num-

ber of song-versions a bird can learn",

I would also like to learn more about the organization of Robin

song, if like the Cardinal (Lemon and Chatfield, 1971) they have a

definite ordering of song in which particular notes always begin

syllables and particular syllables or phrases are always followed by

certain others. Field observations seemed to indicate this was so.

This study has indicated that Robins may be able to recognize

individuals by song. The next step is to confirm this finding and fur-

ther, to determine if they respond with similar songs to a neighbor's

song.

Konishi (1964) has studied the development of song in Robins,

but this is an area where more study is needed. We need to know

more about the development of sub-song to song in wild birds. We

should develop a better understanding of the roles of sub-song and

whisper song and determine the exact relationship of the two to full

song and to each other.

The development of calls in birds is a relatively unstudied field.

Mar ler (1955) found one juvenile call which developed into an adult
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form. As mentioned in the discussion, there seems to be evidence

that this could also be true in the Robin. We have no real idea of how

much a bird knows innately and how much of his call repertoire he

must learn. Related to this is the question of how much vocal inter-

action takes place between species. We know that some alarm calls

are understood by other species (see above), but we do not know for

certain that more communication does not take place. These and

many other questions remain to be answered.
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